1000 BOOKS BEFORE YOU DIE
Choose a book from 1000 Books to Read Before You Die,
www.1000bookstoread.com

ANTI-RACIST
A book that opposes racism and promotes racial tolerance

QUEST
The character is searching for something (or maybe you are...)

UNCONVENTIONAL
A book with an atypical structure, a book that has an unconventional take on its genre, or a book with an unusual character

BREEZY
An easy book to read, or a book with a light and airy atmosphere

BLACK AUTHOR
A book by a Black author

NARRATIVE NONFICTION
A true story that reads like fiction

DIY
A how-to book or a self-help book

RESTORATION
A theme or a character that represents rebirth, a makeover, or a renewal

IMMIGRANT
A book about immigrants or refugees

EYE CATCHING
A book with a cover, title, or author that caught your eye

INSTANT CLASSIC
A book published in the last 10 years that you believe will become a lasting classic

FINAL BOOK: THE WHOLE PACKAGE
The last book you choose for bingo. It should reflect the common theme of your reading this year. (Or just pick a pretty book)

BLURB
Your interest is piqued by reading this book’s blurb – on the cover, in a book review, or in an author’s comment

RUSSIA
A book that takes place in Russia, a book with a Russian character, or a book with a Russian author

TRiumph
A story about overcoming enormous obstacles

NOIR
A crime novel characterized by cynicism, fatalism, or moral ambiguity

DEFIANCE
A book with protest as a central theme

EDWARDIAN

RABBIT HOLE
A book you completely fall into, or a book that inspires you to read related books

SUGAR
A book that’s sentimental, sugar-coated, or sweet – or an indulgent guilty pleasure

SURVIVAL
A story of a person facing a force of nature or culture

THE EXPLORER
A character who’s constantly searching. This character can be you

QUARANTINE
A book that brings you comfort or a book about feeling trapped

KNOTTY
A story with a lot of twists, or a book that leaves you feeling tied up in knots